
RECHENKAS EGGS WRITING ACTIVITY FOR 1ST

Rechenka's Eggs by Patricia Polacco ~ FREEBIE First Grade Activities, Stem . While enjoying this classic story, your
students will be writing, answering.

Elementary grades. Letter writing. Often, Russian Orthodox churches will feature such influence. Noting
Nature's Wonders In Rechenka's Eggs, part of the charm of the main character, Babushka, is that she takes
time to notice "miracles" or unexplainable events that someone else might easily take for granted, while part
of the charm of the story line is that Babushka responds to all of these events - whether fact or fantasy - with
the same sense of wonderment. Rechenka's Eggs by Patricia Polacco. Drop them from a third-story window!
Provide students with large, egg-shaped sheets of white paper. You are able to find two exquisite hourglasses,
able to precisely measure in hand-crafted swiss sand seven and four minutes respectively. Intermediate grades.
This strategy introduces words and asks students to write their own story using them before they read a
published story. One helpful hint: Spread a plastic tarp over the spot where eggs will land to protect the floor
or ground. Note: Rechenka's Eggs, one of the books in the previous activity is a perfect introduction to these
spectacular eggs. If an egg weighs 20 grams and half an egg, what does an egg and a half weigh? Pay
particular attention to the "onion domes" of the large city buildings. Then, have children reread the book in
order to record each "miracle" Babushka notices e. Then students use watercolor paint to color the paper.
Egg-citing Decorations Research to discover different ways to decorate egg shells. Create a bouncing egg!
However one eccentric mathematics professor with a great deal of power and influence at the institute has a
peculiar breakfast item which now poses a problem. You might even invite kids to write their own lesson
fables. Patricia Polacco WebQuest: Students will use this interactive tool to become an expert on Patricia
Polacco and the vocabulary from her books. Students who are used to decorating Easter eggs can help those
who aren't. It'll be tons of fun! Featured Book. Three books about eggs are among the best-known and -loved
children's books. Students can learn about the traditional Easter eggs of the Ukraine, called pysansky, on
numerous Web sites. Middle and high school biology. Words are wonderful: Interactive, time-efficient
strategies to teach meaning vocabulary. Beck, I. Once constructed, students are ready to "drop" their eggs
from the appointed height. A similar experiment to the one above is used to demonstrate the properties of
Diffusion and Semi-Permeable Membranes. Students can print out a sheet of Happy Easter stationery.


